Virtual Loyola

Let our light shine not only in the midst of darkness, but among the diamonds. College Web site is one such an attempt to make the presence of Loyola in the virtual world also. The website office acts like a virtual eye for others to see the Loyola world. It exposes Loyola to the outside world and allows others to interact with Loyola from anywhere. To intensify the role of facilitator new menus are created to accommodate more features.

Created

New submenus have been created in this site for Loyola Institute of People Studies, Loyola Health Centre and Alumni Association’s Scholarship.

A separate link for photo gallery has been created. The submenus are Flash back, Buildings, Hostel, Playgrounds, Church and College Activities such as College day, Sports day, Convocation day, Seminar, Conferences and other events. In each menu six photos are placed.

For the first time a separate photo gallery for Ovations 2007 has been created. A new link for JAAT Day is also available along with photos.

New pages are being created for Group photos of outgoing batch of Students of 2005-2006 & 2006-2007 for all the departments. Photos of the outgoing batches have been placed in the respective department sub menus also which will be a Virtual gift for the Loyolites who are going allover the world.

To highlight the day-to-day and forthcoming activities of the college a Flash News Screen has been placed in the main page.

Apart from this new links to inform about the upcoming events and events completed (which gives detailed information about the Date, Time, Venue and the activities related to that event) are included.

Updated

The latest messages by the Rector, Secretary and Principal are included. Admission links of College, LIVE, Pondicherry Twining Programme (including maiden MBA batches group photos) and International Programmes are updated. UG and PG syllabus have been uploaded.
Academic Calendar 2007-2008, Telephone numbers (Direct and Intercom), Names of the staff (which are also displayed in the respective department pages), Departmental activities - Invitations and Student Union activities are also regularly updated and displayed.

Annual reports of the various Service Wings and Institutes, and other events of the college like College day Chief guest address, Convocation day Chief guest address, Fr. Principal’s Annual report are placed in the department pages either in text format or photo or both.

Alumni Bulletin, Alumni Directory (2004-2007) have been uploaded in Online Alumni Directory. The scholarship given by the Alumni Association is also displayed in the scholarship submenu of the Alumni Directory. Through this website (i.e. bulk mail) all the activities of the college are informed to the alumni/ae.

Helpdesk mails are forwarded to the respective departments, if necessary reply is given to their queries. As per the respective HOD’s / Coordinators report or information the content in the web pages are constantly updated.

Future plans
- Profile of the Staff members
- Online contribution through Internet Banking (Net banking & Credit Cards) to facilitate the willing well wishers
- Alumni login

The visitors for this site are on the rise (web usage statistics link gives us the proof).

The website office is successfully running into its fourth year. The success of this site is because of the cooperation of respective heads of departments by providing vital statistics and information about their activities.

The Office (web@loyolacollege.edu) is in J.D. Block, First Floor, for updates kindly contact Mr. Clint Eastwood, Web Co-ordinator. The site is hosted by Easylink.